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EXICO

Computer Importance Emphasized By Dr. Bell
Keeping UNM in step with the
burgeoning computer revolution is
hard work. Just ask UNM Computer Center Director, Dr . Stoughton Bell.
·
"Computer facilities are becoming as important to the prospective student and faculty member
as the library," Dr. Bell points
out. "Where once no one would
consider going to a university
without firet checking the library
facilities, now adequate computer

services are high on the checklist
of essentials.
"We have expanded our facilities at UNM,'but we still have
the same problem as almost every
other school-keeping services expanding as fast as student enrollment and faculty size." $50,000 Grant
UNM has received a $50,000
plus grant for a computerized
educational network for the teaching of math. This type of compu-

ter application is just a begin•
ning.
"Computers can be programmed (instructed) to do almost
any kind of mathematical analysis. In practical terms, if a professor wants to teach his class a
certain procedure, he can just
:plug into a main computer on
campus somewhere, program the
procedure, give the computer a
problem, and sit back and watch
as the answer is typed out. In big

Freshman Class Increases
Freshmen are slowly becoming
a smaller and smaller percentage
of UNM's population, statistics
indicate.
Even though there are more
freshmen every year, the rate of
increase in enrollment is gradually slowing down as UNM statistics keep in line with a similar
nation-wide trend.
In the fall of 1965 there were
20% freshmen, in 1966 there were
18% and in 1967, 16%.
Many high school seniors are
rejecting coHege acceptance offers
as indicated by a report by the
AmeriC4n C o II e g e Admissions
Center.

Want Ads
FOR SALE '
WHY PAY RENT when fnr onlY $36(,
down & low monthlY :payments :von can
have the pride of home ownership, build
an equity, and have a tax relief. Seo
this eho.rming 2 beilrm., formal dining
room & large living room with fiupJacc;
2 patios, part basement, garage, C.F..A.
hardwood floors. Close to 1lNM. Call
Sam Cooper, 265-8671: Eve. 842-8280.
Calrd·Norrla Realt:v.
FOR RENT
CLEAN :p!!!liS8nt room !or rent near the
University. Meals if desired. 806 Stanford SE. Phone 242-4858.
BOARD & ROOM.
lJNM. STUDENTS-TIRED OF COMMUTING 1 Modern accornmodat!ons within
walkiug distance of C8Dipna. Phone 2432881.

.,'

HELP WANTED
A'ITEN'l'ION STUDENTS who worked
in the field of encyclopedia sa].., this
past onmmer an dalso anyone interested
in part time emplo:vfent durlng B<hool
:vear. Contact H. A. Martinez, Pres.
Alpha Kappa Psi bnoinees fraternity at
255-6791, between S a.m. & 12 noon.
LEARN WHILE YOU EARN in a well
paid iob. Ex<:ellent training for futnre
job. Need 5 good men---Jnnlors &: Senio"' only. Call Mr'. Carter after 5 :P.m.
for appointment. 296-2966.
ATTENTON STUDENTS wh<> worked in
the field of encyclopedia. sal\!!! this :PM~
summer and also an:vone interested in
part time employment dnring school
year, Contact A. J". l!artinez:, Pres.
Alpha, Kappa P•i htl!<iness fraternity at
255-0449, between 8 a.m. and 12 noon.

The report revealed that only
one per cent of the colleges polled
are no longer considering qualified applicants. Some colleges report that enrollments are 30 per
cent behind last year at this time.
There were alsQ many dormitory vacancies than in past years
in the colleges polled by the American College Admissions Center.
The trend doesn't seem to have
effected UNM with only 120 vacancies for this fall semester.
The College Press Service quoted Dr. Henry Klein, president of
the Center, saying, "The reason
for the vacancies is that the rash
of college dormitory buildingwith federal funds - has outreached the nuntber of available
students.
UNM is currently building a

UNM Sororities
Accepted 180
UNM sororities accepted 180
pledges for fall semester while
30 coeds accepted bids to Town
Club. Chi Omega topped the
other sororities with 29 pledges
compared to 26 for the next highest, Alpha Chi Omega.
Other pledge totals for the sororities were Phi Mu 12, Kappa
Kappa Gamma 23, Delta Gamma
18, Kappa Alpha Theta 25, Alpha
Delta Pi 16, Delta Delta Delta 13,
and Pi Beta Phi 18.
The Chi Omegas also had the
greatest number of pledges from
Albuquerque with 24, while the
Alpha Chi Omegas had most
pledges from out of town with 13.
Last year 170 accepted bids to
nine sororities and Town Club
accepted 26 pledges.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Pnblished dailY evrrry week of the University :vear by the Boaril o! Stndent Publications
o! the Associated Stndenb!. of th~ University of New M;ex(co. Second-cl.asa :postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico. l'ril!tc;d by the UNM. Pnntmg P~nt. Snbsctiption rate:
$4.5~ fOr the school year. 1'1!~ opnuons I!XPJ:essed on the editorial pages of The New
l!ex~co Lobo do not n........,;);y represent the views of the Associated Stndenfs or the

·College Security Pion

No War Clause
Full Aviation Coverage
Guqranteed Insurability

Western Security Life Insurance Co~
227 Truman, N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.
Bob Gibson-general agent

Phone 268·1370

new dorm to house 370 students.
"Another reason for the let-up
is the great number of new colleges. This year a new community
college opened every week somewhere in the U.S." Klein said.
"Also, there were fewer high
school graduates this year than
in previous years," he said.
Dr. Klein said the number of
high school graduates increased
84 per cent between 1955 and
1965, but will increase only 29
per cent between 1965 and 1975.
"Therefore, after the peak of
nearly three million high school
graduates is reached in 1970, the
actual number will start to decline. By 1980, some college campuses may become ghost towns,"
Dr. Klein said.

universities this is being done.
"The procedure and answers
can be flashed onto a television
screen so a whole lecture hall can
follow it," Dr. Bell explains.
While UNM does not have such
a system, hopes are high for similar set-ups in the future.
Capacity Increase Needed
"Right now we need a bigger
computer capacity and, more importantly, education of the university community. Before a computer can be utilized completely,
more people must learn how to
talk to it, use it and control it."
Dr. Bell emphasizes that a computer cannot do anything on its
own. It must be instructed by the
user:
"The primary role of the computing center is to use the computer to solve problems," Dr. Bell
says.
Dr. Bell feels the ramifications of computer use in American society place a greater demand on educational institutions.
Structure Changes
"The entire sociological structure of America is being changed
by computer usage. The relation

•••••••w• ••••••·•
CAMPUS f.AUNDRY
and CLEANING

of man-to-man, man-to-society,
man-to-nature
is
undergoing
change as a result of computer
technology."
"What we in the computing
business must do is to tell the
public what a computer can do or
can't do. It is important that the
computer not be regarded as
something magical."
"What I'd like to see is a general computer course required of
all undergraduates. Not anything
too technical, just enough so that
everyone could talk in general
terms about computing," Dr. Bell
says.
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Second Student Lobby Represents U.
Lowering of Voting Age
Issue of New Lobbyist~
The interests of the student
body of UNM will he represented
before the state government for
the second year by the Student
Lobby.
Members began the year's activities during the summer by
corresponding with other schools'
lobbies for comparison of goals
and means, planning a tour of the
campus for new legislators after
the Geenral Election this fall, and
outlining plans for the year.
Some of the goals of the Lobby
this year will be encouraging legislators to lower the voting age,
improvement of wages for nonprofessional employees of the
University, and promoting the establishment of Legislative Commissions to study legislative problems relevant to the non-academic
lives of the students.
The Lobby will also devote a
great deal of effort to public relations for the University and
to communications between the

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs

of College Mert
t~nd Women.

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

Counselor Always on Duly
2106 Central S.E.
247.0836

Fidelity Union Life

,.

Sheaffer's big deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams,
52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.
Sorry about that. Sheaffer's big deal means you can
write twice as long. Because you
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49¢ refill free. All for just a dollar.
'How much do you think you can
write?
The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint
pen.

SHEA.FFERI!>

No.4

Tutorial
Project

An interested student looks over material at the NSA sponsored
Albuquerque Tutorial Council desk set up in the Union. Volunteer
students are needed to help students in many sections of town.

Johnson Endorses Humphrey;

Urges Democrats to Victory
WASHINGTON (UPI)-PresAt the time Johnson spoke out, Iy fought Presidential campaign,
ident Johnson Tuesday issued his Humphrey was campaigning in I asked you to give your undividfirst ringing endorsement of Hu- Buffalo, N.Y. where he pictured ed support to the Democratic ticbert H. Humphrey for President. himself before a college student ket. Your magnificent response
He urged the Democratic party audience as a "freeman'' who spelled the difference between
to "win this one for America" by would do "whatever needs to be victory and defeat. This year, in
electing Humphrey to succeed done" as President to end the Viet another crucial election, I again
him.
Nam war-yet another hint that ask you to close ranks behind our
Johnson's declaration that he would break with Johnson's candidates.
Humphrey's victory in the Presi- war policy on the issue of halting
"I ask you to give the same loydential campaign might "mean the bombing of North Viet Nam. alty to Hubert Humphrey that he
The White House issued the has given to the Democratic parthe difference between world order and world chaos" was his first text of a telegram the President ty all his life.
public partisan word since he rou- sent to the Texas Democratic par"I ask you to work as hard for
tinely congratulated the nominees ty convention in Austin in which him as he has worked for Amerafter the Democratic National he said the banner Humphrey ica.
carried into the campaign "asks
Convention.
"A Democratic victory this No"Hubert Humphrey is a fighter every hand because it speaks for vember can also mean the differand a patriot," Johnson said. "I the bravest and highest of all our ence between world order and
stood beside him in the battles of hopes. It says: Win this one for world chaos. Unless we Demo20 years. I have watched him give America-all America."
crats unite to heal and lead
his courage, common sense and
Calling for unity as essential America - America will never
compassion to the cause of Amer- to a Democratic victory, Johnson have the vision to heal and lead
ica."
said: "Eight years ago, in a close- the world.''

Role Is Helping Students,
Women students should take an
active part in what is going on
around them, said Dean Helen
Whiteside in a speech before Associated Women Students (AWS)
on last week.
Speaking on personnal involvement and democracy, Dean
Whiteside explained that her job
is not to discipline, but rather, to
be the person responsible for helping students help themselves.
The speech was a part of a program of speeches and fashion
which began AWS's activities for
the year. Other speakers included
representatives from the women's
honoraries and. Louise Bazan,
president of A WS.
The purpose of AWS is to be a

Biggesf Mushroom
Millies di Segusino, Italy (UPI)
-Sandro Franzin was credited
last week with finding the world's
biggest mushroom. It weighed
55.8 pounds and measured more
than three feet across.

women's government, not a club,
said Louise Bazan. She urged
women to t•un for A WS Council
and A WS committees.

Says

students and the Lobby. The
Lobby will solicit student opinions
on relevant issues by affording
everyone an opportunity to present his views. Suggestion blanks,
as well as opportunities for students to meet with the Lobby, will
be made available.
Stuart Licht, chairman, is willing to meet and discuss issues
with any student group at UNM
and he hopes that all of the organizations on this campus will
take advantage of this opportunity.
Licht pointed out that participation in the Student Lobby affords an invaluable experience to
anyone interested in government
and its pragmatic functioning,
All interested students should'
submit applications to the Student Government Offices in the
Union and attend the first meeting of the Lobby at 8:15 p.m. on
September 25 in Room 253 of the
Union.

Professor, Students Test Law;
.Trial Postponed for Second Time
Geology Professor Roger Anderson and three others had their
state court appeal against a vagranc.y conviction postponed a
second time yesterday to Nov. 18.
The four, including UNM students Larry R~ssell and Jerry
Wass;r were or1ginally arrested
on ~his citru;ge as th.ey passed. out
anti-drf.Ift mformatiOn a~ Highland hig_h. sch.ool l_ast sp:mg..
The CIVIl Liberties Umon aided
the four by suing th~ City ~f AIbuquerque and the city police to
ge~ an injunction against their
usmg the vagrancy statute but
the case was lost.
Since then the four men have
appealed their conviction but they
have been having trouble getting
the court to precede.
Anderson, Wasser, and Russell
last spring set up a table in front

of Highland High School to distribute draft information to high
school students. They were asked
by school officials to move the
table off the sidewalk and off of
school property.
After they moved the table, A1buquerquc Police arrived on t];q.
scene. Anderson said that the police encouraged the high school
students to "give the demonstrators a hard time." Students began catcalling so the group decided to leave.
Shortly afterwards the poli
'
ce
arrested the three just as they
were about to leave the scene. A
week later, Russel and Wasser
were roughed up by high school
students when they set up a table
in front of Albuquerque High
School.

Dean

Models for a fashion show,
moderated by Sandi Lommasson,
represented each of the campus
sororities and dorms.

AI Capp Will Speak This Even~ng;
Lawyer Melvin Belli Ends Series
AI Capp, origii\ator of the ever October 10 and Truman Capote,
popular Lil' Abner cartoon strip author of In Cold Blood, Novemwill be the first of the guests in ber 18.
the UNM Lecture Series when he
The last speaker in the series
speaks at Popejoy Hall at 8:00 will be the nationally known dep.m.
fense laWyer Melvin Beiii on DeIn past years, Capp has become cember 10.
There is no admission charge
more and more in demand as a
speaker because of his constant for students, faculty and staff
satire that digs at everythin,g members but all students must
from the Establishment to the show their activity cards at the
door.
youth of toda:r.
All subscription tickets have
Capp held a news conference
been sold to the geenral public
earlier this morning at the West- though some single tickets may
ern Skies motor hotel.
be available at the lecture for
Other speakers in the . series $1.50, if student attendance is not
for the first semester include as high as expected. Such tickets
fotmer Senntor Adam Clayton will be released each night of the
Powell ("Keep the faith, baby") series at 7:30.

Long Live
The Cream

The "Sunshine of Your Love"
group, the Cream, will play in
concert Oct. 5 in University
Arena. Tickets go on sale Monday
but prices have not yet been set.
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I want all the black people of America to know exactly
where I stand.

Johnson•s Private Lawyer
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Justice Abe Fortas's nomination to Chief Justice by President Johnson has produced a surprising amount of opposition from conservative Republicans in the Senate. Yet, if one
looks at some of the decisions in which Fortas has been involved, he seems hardly to be a dangerous liberal threat to
the nature of the Court.
Throughout his years on the Court, Fortas has continued
as one of President Johnson's closest friends and advisers.
His advice and participation in discussions on everything
from the VietNam war to crime in the streets to race riots
have been eagerly sought and freely given.
·~:
In admitting this, Justice Fortas has tried to preserve at
least a veneer of respectability by claiming before a Senate
committee that he was never involved in discussions of matters that might come up for consideration before the
Supreme Court.
During his three terms Justice Fortas:
-voted against considering the legality of the war in
VietNam.
-voted against a lower court's decision that the prohibition against draft card burning was unconstitutional.
-voted for stop and frisk on suspicion powers for
police.
-voted against the historic one-man, one-vote decision.
-upheld the conviction of Ralph Ginsberg for "pandering" a non-obscene magazine.
·"" • Senator Strom Thurmond, one of the most vociferous opponents of Fortas's nomination, seems to object to Fortas
because he "voted 35 out of 38 times to overturn obscenity
convictions."
Senator Robert Griffin, the leader of Senate Republican
opposition to the nomination, opposes the President's choice
on the grounds that the next President should choose the
Chief Justice.
The Lobo opposes the confirmation of Fortas as Chief
Justice. We do not feel that he represents !lnything close to
a desirable Chief Justice-he represents all too Closely, in
fact, the policies and attitudes of Presiden't Johnson.
Having repudiated the President and his policies enough
to force him to withdraw from politics, it would be a sad fate
for the nation to be saddled! nith his· I)ersonal lawyer as
.Chief Justice fol' the next Mead~ or more.

..

government, we find "the most
disease-ridden country in Asia"
("Health in Vietnam-South and
North," The Medical Journal of
Austraila, March 23, 1968, p, 500).
Plague, cholera, syphilis, and gonorrhea are epidemic. "That the
situation appears much worHe in
the south ( tlJan in the north), despite heavy commitments of foreign aid, is a grave indictment of
the health services run by the
Thieu-Ky 1·egime and its predecessors" ("Health in Vietnam-South
and North," The Medical J ourna1
of Austraila, March 23, 1968, p.
501}.
The World Health Organization
reports that the results of public
health programs in the north have
been superior, despite American
bombing. Last year, the Hanoi
regime reported that 92 health
care facilities. were destroyed by
American planes between February, 1965 and December, 1966. Betwen June 12, 1965 and June 24,
1966, a hospital for lepers (which
used to have 2,600 beds; by way
of contrast, The Bernalillo County
Medical Center-B.C.I.-currently has 224) was attacked 39 times.

the raids started with one which
killed nine doctors and 139 patients, and destroyed buildings
1.1,nd their contents, including patient and r c s c arch records.
("Health in Vietnam-South and
North," The Medical Journal of
Australia, March 23, 1968, p.
501). At Than-hoa, a T.B. hospital
was attacked by 40 U.S. jets on
July 8, 1965. Six-hundred patients
had their shelter and treatment
facilities destroyed. Five doctors,
seven patients, and 38 of the
neighboring p o p u 1 at i o n were
killed.
The people of Viet Nam would
soon be better off if the forces resisting an American-dictated settlement would quit. Notwithstanding the typically dimwitted
assertion of Secretary of tSa,te
Rusk to the contrary, a war can
be stopped by stopping half of it.
And so, Americans in increasing
numbers are risking their freedom from imprisonment by trying to stop "their" side of the
war. More of us are "breaking"
laws which were invalidated at
their pronouncement because of
conflict with higher laws.

Editor's note: This is the third
of a four-part series that will deal
with the ways and means of ent ermg
·
cana da f or ·any purpose
The writer is a Canadian.
·
By GRANT HARVEY
Campus Editor
An American can complete 98
per cent of his immigrant requiremetns before he sets out for the
border. If a person started to

cants in civilian life are somewhat ambiguous, though, they
are clearly poor for C.O.'s in the
military. The services ·permit C.O.
applications, but traditionally
they have not allowed such an application to interfere with a serviceman's orders. If a C.O. applicant is ordered to Vietnam, therefore, and refuses, his application
has not forestalled a court-martial.
Law Violations Rise
For potential draftees who decide to refuse to serve, a primary
concern is the emphasis being
placed on draft cases by the Justice Department. Over the past
thre years, the number of cases
involving draft law violators has
risen sharply, from 642 in the
Fiscal year 1966, to 1,424 in 1967,
to 1,655 in the first 11 months of
Fiscal 1968. These figures are
likely to undergo another sharp
rise during the .present fiscal year
as a result of the infusion of a
great many college graduates into the draft pooL
Nevertheless, there are certain
factors working in favor of draft
resisters at least for the present.
First, the number of defendents
adjudged not v.ui1ty has risen relative to the number charged with
violations. In Fiscal 1966, just
11 draft law violators were found
not guilty, while in the first 11
months of the Fiscal year 1968
the number was 56.
Second, the Justice Department
apparently is still reluctant to
speed up the handling of draft
cases. After prosecuting a handful of cases that involved draft

card burnings, the Department
has decided to give up doing so,
and to prosecute only cases involving induction refusals. Needless to say, those who burn draft
cards are likely to refuse induction as well, but the Department
policy at least provides some delay for draft resisters who have
burned or turned in their draft
cards.
Clark Under Pressure
Finally, Attorney General Ramsey Clark recently told Melvin
Wulf of the American Civil Liberties Union that he doesn't plan to
speed up .prosecutions of draft
cases. Clark has been under pressure from Selective Service Director Lewis B. Hershey and some
members of Congress to crack
down on draft resisters.
In spite of these factors, the
number of cases involving draft
law violators will undoubtedly
rise in the coming months, and
there is good evidence to indicate
that those convicted will face stiffer jail sentences than draft resisters have in previous years.
The average sentence for a draft
law violator rose from 25.4 months
in 1966 to 32.1 months in 1967.
There is considerable variation
in the length of sentences imposed
in different parts of the country,
however. In Oklahoma, 10 of 11
men sentenced under the draft
law were given five year sentences in the Fiscal year 1967.
The percentages also were high
in Kentucky and Michigan. In
California, by contrast, 22 out
173 defendants in . draft cases
were ·placed on probation.
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1~ TI-le: Wo~u:>...You DoN'T
NEEDAMmn·~

.
. .
1) ApplicatiOn form from De.
partment of Immigration, Otawa,
2' Ontario ·
~) Tr.a!lscripts from schools and
umvers1ties attended (not necessary but an aid to your qualifications)
If your application is not rejected, you will receive medical
reports to be filled out b · d
tor, All instructions musf
f~~=
lowed explicitly or the application will be returned.
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WASIDNGTON (CPS
D
spite President Johnson's suppo:t
of a constitutional amendment to
.
1ower the votmg
age to 18 it is
highly unlikely that young Americans will be truly accepted as
participants in the political process before 1971 at the very
earliest.
'
The President, in a special message .to Congress this week, said
the time ~a~ come to signify to
the 12 m!lhon persons between
the ~ges .o~ 18 and 21 that they
~reth partiCipants, not spectators,
m
~. adventure of self-govern:menfit. dJoh~nson thUJ3 formally
JS support of a consticon rme
tutiontal amendment designed "to
gran our Y.outh what we ask of
them but still deny to them-full
and resp~nsible participation in
our American .democracy.''
To be effective, the amendment
would have to be approved by a
two-thirds vote in both the House
and the Senate, and then be ratified by three-fourths of the
states. Since all but three of the
state legislatures will be in session in early 1969, if Congress

d
t~i~s not approve i~~ afe!!dm~nt
b d' year, manyt ho
e eglslative
may
no th ave a tchance
to
o 1es it
ratify
u t"l
.
lar sessionn 1 . e~ m1e9e71 m reguGovernorsag~m t1 ~
h
legislature m~et: :U~s ;. ere t1~e
could of cour
ll Y ~~~~ua. Y
lativ~ sessio~e, c~ spe~~ e1~amendment bu~ th1s ~~ulK b e
great expe~se to the states
therefore is improbable.
'
In add"t'
t tl
b t
the amen~~~nt 0ma~S:ac~ ~o~c~M~
erable opposition by some of the
states, if not by Congress. 0 0 _
nents of extending the righipto
vote t 18
ld
to emopha~k~ar~~o s ~:Jo~xp::;~~
ments:

likely Congress will have time to
act on it this year.
p resent1y, only two states·Kentucky and Georgia-have lowered the voting age to 18. Alaska
an~ Hawaii, when. entering the
Umon, set the votmg age at 19
and 20, respectively. Proposals to
~ower the voting age have been
~ntroduced at one time or another
1 ~ most of the states, but have
~lther ~ever reached the ballot or
ave failed.
Most of the arguments in favor
of extending the vote to 18-yearolds were outlined in the President's special message to Congress.

:nd

-The recent wave of student
demonstrations indicates that
young people between the ages of
18 and 21 lack maturity and are
not ~·eady for the political process.
Durmg the Senate hearings on
the amendment, opponents argued
that the demonstrations prove
young people "are prone to take
an extreme point of view and
push their ideas to the exclusion
of all others."
-The states should retain the
power to set the voting age.
Behind most of the opposition,
of course, is the fear of politicians
that they will be voted out of
All students interested in par- office if additional mi11ions of
young people are given the right
tici~ating in either intercollegiate
to
vote. Some observers already
or mtracollegiate debating and ·
have
pointed out that President
forensic activities are invited to
attend the first meeting of the Johnson did not support the
UNM Debate Council Thursday, amendment until after he decidSept. 19, at 9 p.m. in room 231-E ed to drop out of politics, and he
still waited so late that it is unof the Union.
No previous experience is necessary, and novices are given special training and orientation.
Opportunities are available in
events such as extemporaneous
1-JOUSE OF HALLMARK
speaking, oratory, oral interpreOFFERS
tation, and in both cross-examinaThe Largest Selection of
tion and Oxf01·d style debating.
Hallmark Cards
Debaters will be primarily conHalloween & Party Items
cerned with the 1968-69 college
Wedding Invitations
proposition: "Resolved, That the
and All Paper Goods
Executive Control of United
Expert Monogramming
States Foreign Policy Should be
Yes We Have Our New
Significantly Curtailed."
Xmas Albums in Far I 968
Other information may be ob3501 Lomas N.E.
255·4989
tained from Robert Dick, 1717
Roma NE, room 201.

U. Debate Squad
Meets Thursday

Published dnily every week o£ the University yenr by the Bonrd o£ Student Publications
of the Associated Studcnta oC the University of New Mexico. Sccond·clnoo postage pnid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the UNM Printing Plnnt. Subscription rntc:
$4.59 for tile school yenr. The opinions ex)Jreased on the edll.orinl pngea of The New
MCXlco ;Lobo do not necessarily reprcsont the views of the Associated Student!! or the
University.
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When you cross into Canada an
immigration officer will have you
fi ll out one last form and you will
officially become a landed immigrant of Canada
· ·
Many :\me;wan people also upply for 1~m1grant status at ~he
border w.!th po more prepara~!On
t~Jan havmg read over an appl!catwn earler.
. If .a person aplies at the border,
1t will not. be necessary to have
had a med1ea~ ahead of time, but
the person will have to have one
compi:ted in.Canadawit?in a few
days 1f he 1s allowed m as an
immigrant.
An on the spot application for
immigrant status will require an
· m
· t erv1ew
·
· bme
·
ext en~1ve
at whwh
t~e mformation the applicant
g1v7s the officer will be the sole
?as!s for ~is ~l~owing or disallowmg that md1V1dual to enter the
country.
Draft Status Unimportant
A young man's draft classification can not disqualify him from
immigrant status. Draft resistor
manuals sul?:'gest that young men
who are emigrating for that reason should not try to hide that
fact when they are interviewed
at the Canadian border
A third way to appl; for immigrant status is while in Canada
as a visitor.
A book entitled "Manual F
Draft-Age Immigrants To Ca~:
ada " by Mark Sat' (H
f
•
m
ouse o

Anansi, Toronto, 1968) lists four
steps a visitor to Canada should
take if he wishes to complete his
application successfully.
1) Enter Canada as a visitor.
2) Proceed to the office of a
Canadian committee to aid draft
resistors (optional}
3) Make an appointment at a
local immig1•a tion office for an interview as an applicant.
Be Polite
4} Fill out application form on
appointment day as neatly and as
thoroughly as possible including
as many documents as possible to
back up your remarks. Be polite.
Try to give as much background
material pertinent to your acceptance as possible:
In the meantime you will be
allowed to work and cary on in a
normal fashion until a decision on
your application is mailed to you
within two to six months. After
this comes the medical forms and
then the final answer.
. Another method of immigratmg to Canada is by being sponsored or nominated by a relative.
Dependent relatives, who can
be sponsored, automatically become landed immigrants.
Nominated relatives (non-dependent), must achieve 30 out of
70 points on the required immigration aplication to achieve
landed immigrant status.
Any Canadian immigration office
will supply form for sponsored or
nominated relatives.

And The Cultural Program Committee
Present The
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would
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f
.good. he
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w\h m . ree mon s ut no
l
onger an SIX.
SO FELLAS, if your semester's
grades are not likely t? bring
your overall to a two pomt, and
you have the urge to travel any:-"here but VietNam, start collectmg these important documents
now.
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Draft Calls Deceptive
WASHINGTON (CPS)-Shortly after President Johnson proposed peace talks, the Defense
Department announced that draft
calls for May would decline sharply from the previous month. Although the two appeared to be
connected, they in fact were not,
according to a Washington expert
on manpower distribution.
Mrs. Betty Yetter, an official
of the Scientific Manpower Commission, a 1)rivatc research organization in Washington, has
explained that draft calls run in
18-month cycles. According to
Mrs. Yetter, the period of high
draft calls from January to April
of this year corresponds to a
similar period 18 months eal'1ier,
July-November 1966.
She predicts, therefore, that
draft calls will undergo another
steep rise in January, 1969, unless there is a major cutback in
the size of the armed services by
then.
Needs Underestimated
The Defense Department's
projection for the fiscal year 1969
is that 62.5 per cent of its 240,000 draftees wiU be college graduates, compared with 3.8 per cent
the two previous fiscal years. According to Mrs. Vetter, that percentage may be approximately
correct if the Department can
hold its draft calls to the level
projected. She warns, though,
that the Department consistently
has understimated its draft needs
in the past, and that if the draft
total is higher than predicted
more college graduates will be
taken.
Applicants for conscientious
objector status may find more difficulty in being recognized as a
C.O. than has been the case in the
past. Harold Sherk, executive director of the National Service
Board for Religious Objectors,
says he and others on the board
believe there have been more rejections than usual recently.
If the prospects for C.O. appli-
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Advance Preparations Aid Canadian Travels

Viet Nam:
Unhealthy Place

Bema is signed guest editorial opinion, not necessarily retlecting the views of The Lobo.

By ED BELZER
Political prisoners, ranging in
age and fame from Dr. Spock on
downward, are forming an increasing percentage of this country's behind-bars population. Basically, these are folks who crossed the threshold between privately disapproving of what is going
on in the N am and actively trying
to resist the warmakers in Washington and the involuntary servitude upon which they have been
forced to rely in order to hang
on. They have become painfully
aware that the "legal" channels
have not and are not helping to
end the slaughter. Even the U.S.
Supreme Court appears destined
to be headed by L.B.J.'s former
lawyer. During his three years as
Associate Justice, Fortas has advised the President and sat in on
Cabinet meetings where the Viet
Nam misadventure was discussed.
Yet Fortas confidently insists he
cannot conceive of anything he
has discussed with the President
coming before the Supreme Court.
So, the resistors try other ways.
In the southern part of Viet
Nam, where the U.S. is trying to
support an unpopular secessionist
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U. Students Work For Job Corps Center

Will· reading assignments be
a problem this year?
THESE SKILLS WILL HELP YOUR STUDIES
RAPID READING ... In Reading Dynamics you learn to read
faster naturally - without mechanical devices and without
losing the enjoyment or flavor of reading. Nor do you skim or
skip. You triple your present rate by taking in entire thoughts
at one time.
FLEXIBILITY •.. You learn to adjust your reading speed according to the difficulty of the material, your background in
the material, and your purpose in reading the material. Different techniques are taught for novels, texts, journals, news. papers, magazines, etc.
CONCENTRATION ..• Concentration while reading and
studying is very difficult for many people who read slowly.
Rapid reading requires close attention, and .. concen.tration
quickly improves so that students are not easily distracted.

CONCISE NOTE TAKING •.. Recall techniques organize a
conference or lec.t~re as it occurs, eliminating voluminous
notes and reorgamzmg. Recall patterns are especially valuable
if the presentation is not concise and if your mind wanders.
SUPPLEMENTAL READING . . . Many people limit their
education because they barely have time for required reading.
Being able to read widely adds interest and depth to your
understanding.
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH ... The real reward of education is the accumulation of knowledge. Our techniques allow you to continue your education at your own pace.

A Lifetime Reading and Study Program
COMPREHENSION . . . As concentration increases, comprehension improves. In addition, you learn to read expectantly
for the author's concepts to which important facts and details
may be attached. The result is greater depth of comprehension.
·
RETENTION ... A very important measure of your reading
ability is how much you remember. Retention is improved by
reading for concepts, by using recall patterns, by maintainfng a high level of concentration, and by remembering by
association.
'J

'i

.:

After completing the basic course, you continue to attend weekly
practice sessions as often as you wish without cost.
Students bring their homework to the sessions and get a head start
on each week's school assignments.
Businessmen bring their "in-boxes" and periodical reading and get
some of .their work out of the way.
Many people work on their Independent Study Projects.
Others attend these sessions for the pure enjoyment of reading new
books and discussing the author's ideas with members of the class.
Special counseling is available where necessary.

ORGANIZATION ... The first vital step in studying is organization. We teach the student how to organize and use varied
texts, supplements, suggested readings and class notes.
..---GUARANTEE~-----.

These sessions provide a stimulating environment which will help
you discover your potential for learning.

....---FREE MINI-LESSONS---.

We guarantee to refund the entire tuition of any student
who after completing minimum class and study requirements, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending tests.

..----FALL ClASS SCHEDULE----.
Basic courses meet at tl1e same time each week far seven weeks.

CITY

DATE

Albuquerque, N.M.
Thursday
September 19
Saturday
September 21
Monday
September 23
November 4
Monday
Monday
November 4
November 6
Wednesday
Wednesday
November 6
Permanent Practice Swtons
1:00-:MO P.M,

TIME
7:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
7:00P.M.

LOCATION
207 Dartmouth Dr., NE
Samn
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

CITY

DATE

Albuquerque, N.M.
Monday
September 16
Tuesday
September 17

Evelyn

f

.. ,

-

"

-- ·

.o

'-

•

6:00 P.M.
8:00P.M.

207 Dartmouth Dr., NE
Same

STUMPED?

~,:·~-~~-''""~.7;,;;:~~-:,~~_;;;,;;·~'.. ---=r--:<"--,..~~~1'';:-'r"'~"'-:-""·''~S'$'~~-~~.::1~~-'~'"~'~~~-~::o~>··='·~··~~•~"'"·~"-••- .. --'"~-·~>:::=""~~wrr~;·~~;...;:,~·..;..;., .... :.=·-"' "------'---..--~-- -~-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
P.lease call 265-6761

secondary education, is director
of the program. Associate director is Dr. Allwrt W. Vogel, chairman of the department of educational foundations. Administrators for UNM are Tom Gust:lfson, a doctoral student who is coordinator and instructor; Bill
Merz, supervisor and evaluator;
and Richard Ronan, former principal at the Thoreau school.
Job Corps personnel working
with the program include the center director, .John Rollo, and Russ
Kruppe, director of training and
placement.

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • .
consult

Men .Doners Faint First

At Local Blood Service

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

"This is probably one of the few
places where petit young women
prove to be stronger than big
brawny men. We have to revive
someone nearly every day and
usually it's a male who couldn't
stand the sight of his own blood."
Helen Rosenthal, R.N., was not
commenting on the situation in a
hospital emergency room but at
the local blood bank where she
works full time relieving willing
individuals of a pint of blood each.
"The people who faint the first
time usually become part of the
90 per cent of the donors who are
regulars," she said. Mrs. Rosenthal
described regulars as those who
return every eight weeks, the minimum time interval allowed by the
federal government.
UNM students are invited to
visit the bank with intentions of
selling a pint because the staff
there often has a difficult time getting sufficient donors.
"We collect between 50 and 60
pints a day and pay out about
$350, she said. "The more common
types, A+, A-, B+, and AB+
are worth five dollars to a donor
while the rarer B-, 0-, and

AB-, are worth ten dollars," she
continued.
"The Blood Services keeps a
handy listing of the 15 AB- people in the Albuquerque area in
case of emergency because it is
so rare that only .5 per cent of the
population has it." Mrs. Rosenthal said.
The Albuquerque blood bank on
Elm and Lead provides service in
the form of human blood to all of
New Mexico and southern Colorado.
The staff of twelve, including
one physician, two registered
nurses and one lab technician, is
responsible for the collection and
distribution of over 1000 pints of
blood each month, Mrs. Rosenthal
said.
"We run several tests at the
clinic to protect the recipient of
the blood .. The iron and fat content must be within certain limits
and we also triple check each
blood sample for the presence of
syphillis," the nurse said.
"If it is okay the blood is refrigerated and shipped to a hospital or other destination where
it is resold for $20 or more," she
said.

124 Washington SE

Phone 265-8288

Art Display Composed of Manure
Causes Fury on Colorado Campus
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-Critics say it stinks; art students who
created it and their professors
call it a valid art form.
"It" is an art display created
by two University of Colorado
students whose primary component is horse manure. The dung,
arranged on rows of paper plates
filling a plastic-draped gallery in
the CU Memorial Center, has
caused quite a furor on the University campus-members of the
Board of Regents have called for
its removal; the faculty of the
Fine Arts Department has voted
to support Goan Moment and Jerr:l Zeniuk, its designers; and
more curious University and
townspeople have probably viewed the display than any CU has
had.
The show's designers say use
of the dung was not a put..on.
"It's both funny and serious,"
Zeniuk said. Most of the 100
plates of manure bore such identifying tags as "me," "you," "eat
it," and single numbers of letters •

Mrs. Moment explained that the
display and its medium were a
response to "the limitations" under which the students had to
create a show. "We wanted something fresh and cheap," she said.
Although most of the casual
visitors to the gallery decided the
display "wasn't art/' Mrs. Moment thinks they found the show
offensive because of conditioned
response to the medium; "We've
all been toilet-trained."
After complaints about the display convinced members of the
Student Activities Office (which
approves displays and art shows)
that it should be dismantled three
days before its scheduled run was
up July 16, the Fine Arts faculty
voted to endorse the display and
support the student designers.
One professor called the display
"the best student show we've had
in a long time.'' Another told The
Colorado Daily that, after all "art
is residue . . • the leavings of a
creative activity."

Needed
Probation Parole Officer
Student Intern $360 - $500 Per Month

Sponsored by lyceum

207 Dartmouth NE

tend seminar.type meetings, with
a large number of UNM faculty
members participating in their instruction.
Some of the students may spend
part of the year at the U.S. Porestry Service's Job Corps conservation centers at Mountainair or
Grants.
About 30 applied for the 12
openings, most of them majors in
social sciences or English. The
grouiJ was chosen so a variety of
interl'sts would be included.
Dr. Robert J. Doxtater, chairman of the UNM department of

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE

READING DYNAMICS

rut: Wednesday 4:00-6:00 P.M. and Saturday

'--"•''"' '""'-"""~~ .::::-~~.;LJ. ..Cr~.,- !K.tll"" J5J'~.'!"!Jl~IY ·~- ·-, ,_,:-,_:;.~. -::=~"'·"--=-~~:. --- --

LOCATION

Medd is interested in teaching signed to supervisr t.hc Albuquer·
groups which are classed as "cul- que Center, told the students at
turally deprived,'' and thinks nine an orientation Monday that the
months at the Job Corps Center Job Corps trains peoiJle so they
will broaden her experiences by will be employable by providing
letting her work with groups oth- basic and vocational education
and developing other attributes,
er than I11dians,
The Job Corps, a part of the such as good attitudes, needed for
Office of Economic Opportunity keeping a job.
The 12 students will spend time
(OEO), this year began working
with teaching interns, students in individual tutoring and will tufrom universities being trained as tor small groups. They will also
plan lessons and gradually begin
teachers.
The 12 UNM students, the only teaching classes, working into a
ones in the country interning at full teaching load.
At the same time, they will atone of the 18 Women's Job Corps
Centers, will be qualifying for
certification as teachers.
UNM's participation is financed
by a grant from the American
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education, which has a contract with OEO to operate the
programs.
Miss Jane Greer, a project
manager in the Women's Directorate of the Job Corps who is as-

Wood

i
r

Ji

TIME

Melinda Medd, a UNM student
from Grand Rapids, Mich., is one
of 12 students spending this aca,
demic year in a supervised teaching program at the Albuquerque
Women's Job Corps Center.
Miss Medd, who has spent two
years in Volunteers in Service to
America (VISTA) associate, says
one reason she chose to meet her
teaching certification requirements at the Job Corps Cl'nter is
that after she teaches at the center she believes she probably will
be prepared to teach any group.
"This is much more of a challenge than teaching in a middleclass high school. Besides, we will
be doing more teaching instead of
listening to people tell us how to
teach," Miss Medd explains.
During her two years in the
VISTA program, she taught high
school and adult education classes
on the Havasupai Indian Reservation in Arizona and at Acoma
Pueblo west of Albuquerque. Miss

Will receive training In the control and guidance of persons on probation or
parole. Requires matriculation as a senior or scheduled lor graduation within
one calendar year, with maior or minor in Sociol Science. Apply by Sept .. 30
far exam Oct. 12. Send application to State Personnel Office, 130 South Cop:tol,
Santa Fe.

The only way you can receive a 1969 UNM
Yearbook is to order one before October 12.
The price is $2.00 and includes the cost of
your photograph which will appear in the book.
Send your check to Mirage, Box 20, UNM

1-;.<::!J-----------------------------------------------------------------------------..,
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Viet Nom Kills Capitol Hill College Program
WASHINGTON (CPS)-This
is the story of how a small group
of students opposed to the war
in Vietnam unintentionally caused the death of the college intern
;program on Capitol Hill.
It started last summer when
college students working in Congressional offices began circulating petitions against the war.
One of the students said the
petitions were designed to "convince the policy-makers that
some of the most respected elements of our young society are
concerned with our actions in
Vietnam."
The student interns thought
they had the right to express their
opinions about the war. Several
Congressmen apparently disagreed, and told their interns not to
sign the ;petition. Many members

of the Congressional Establishment were furious; the interns
were to be seen and not heard.
L.B.J. Cools It
For the first time last summer, the President did not meet
with the interns. The summer
ended, and most people forgot
about the controversy caused by
the anti-war petitions.
But Congress did not forget,
and when the final supplemental
appropriation bill passed last
December no funds were made
available for the student intern
program. At the time, few ;people
even realized the program had
been dropped, and the action was
not reported in the press. But
and irrtant had been erased, and
peace would return to Capitol
Hill.
Not all Congressmen were in

favor of scra;pping the program,
however, and a handful of House
members made a last-ditch attempt to revive it but failed.
The last effort came during the
House debate on Congress' own
budget for the new fiscal year.
The House bill under consideration had an amendment attached
which specifically denied funds
to the intern p r o g r am. Rep.
TKhomas Rees (D-Calif.) offered an amendment to strike out
the restrictive language, so that
extra funds would be available
for Congressmen who want summer interns.
'Economy' Move
The amount at stake was only
about 327,000, a pittance by the
common standards of Congressional spending. But Rep. George
W. Andrews (D-Ala.) and other

Duke to Tailor Education
(CPS)-Duke University an- participate in two smaller "tunounced this summer that it is torial" or "preceptorial" sessions.
replacing its present curriculum The purpose is to put students in
with a modern new approach to small groups of no more than 12
learning so that each student will · where they can challenge the
receive what is close to a tailor- ideas of others and defend their
own. Each student will be remade education.
Under the new curriculum, a quired to continue these seminars
student theoretically will be able or tutorial sessions during his
to earn a degree without ever at- junior and senior years or work
on a thesis that would account
tending a classroom lecture. Sem- for half his work load.
ester hours will be abolished as a
Krueger said the new curricuyardstick for measuring progress, lum is based on the premise that
and so will most of the universal education is a "stance toward
requirements for a degree.
life." Students will be largely reDuke Professor Robert Krueg- sponsible for their own education
er, who was instrumental in mak- and decisions, he said.
ing the curriculum review study
The new system will offer two
for the faculty, says the new sys- major routes to graduation. Untem will place Duke in the fore" der Program I, 32 semester coursfront of American education in es will be required. Subject matthe area of curriculum. He said ter requirements will be broad
the emphasis will be on independ- and divided into the three major
ent study, continuing education, areas of humanities, social sciand self-motivation.
ences, and natural sciences and
Central to the new curriculum mathematics. Only six of 32 semis a concept which the faculty ester courses will be required outcommittee calls "learning experi- side the major area of study seence." Freshmen and sophomores lected by the student.
will be required to enroll in at
The most significant departure
least one seminar each year or from the traditional patterns in

college requirements, however,
will be in Program II. Students in
this program will be completely
free to plan their own curriculum,
free of all requirements. Krueger
said students wi11 work toward a
degree through a wide variety of
studies and activities. For example, a student might meet a full
year's requirements in independent study abroad, or while working in a government office in
Washington.
"The program here allows the
student the exciting possibility of
shaping his own educational future rather than living from day
to day or semester to semester,"
Krueger said. Students will be
able to shift from one program
to another at any point.
"At a time when students all
over the country are complaining
of being no more than IBM numbers, Duke has guaranteed that
no student can idly pass through
the university on the back row, an
anonymous and shady figure in
the grade book," Krueger said.

conservatives argued that the
funds should be denied in the
name of economy.
Rep. Basil L. Whitener (DN.C.) said, "In my 12 years in
this body, I believe that if I were
asked to cast a vote on the biggest waste of money ever engaged in by this body, it would be
the expenditure of money in this
so-called college intern program."
Opponents of the program offered
only subtle hints as to their real
reasons for opposing it. Rep. L.
Mendel Rivers (D-S.C.) said, "I
think it is a good thing to eliminate this program, because these
boys are so smart and know so
much that if we had not terminated this program the Speaker's
job would have been in jeopardy."
The few members who spoke in
favor of the program tried to
shed light on why it was being
dropped. Rep. John Moss (DCalif.) argued, "The plea here
that we are doing this cutting to
save money is specious. It is being done to punish a group of
people because their conduct did
not accord with the views of some
members of this body who just
are not in touch with reality ..•"
Police In the Way
Rep. Silvio Conte (R-Mass.)
;pointed out that the same appropriations bill which denies funds
for the intern program provides
money for 78 additional policemen
to the Capitol Police force. "It
has become a hazard to come to

Gridders to Surprise Foes;

work here at the Capitol every
day because there are so many
policemen around that you trip
all over them.''
Rep. William Ryan (D-N.Y.)
said the program "was eliminated in a fit of petUlance on· the
part of the House in reaction to
the fact that so many interns,
like young people all over the
country, and like 80 per cent of ·
the voters in the recent Democratic primaries, expressed doubts
about the Vietnam ;policy."
Rep. Hervey Machen (D-Md.)
interpreted the House action as
a way of "serving notice to the
young people of this country that
we cannot afford dissent and we
want complete control over the
people we bring in to see the
government in operation.''
Small Vote
When the vote was taken, few
members of the House were on
the floor. Funds for the intern
;program were denied, 66 to 14.

1-lendrick's Injury Will I-leal
Despite Saturday night's 21-13
loss to Colorado State the UNM
Lobos aren't as bad off as they
would have been last year at this
time.
The Lobos did have one shocking moment when safety and last
year's fifth leading pass receiver
in the nation Ace Hendrick's reinjured his knee.
Hendricks, who is primarily
playing defense this year was
hurt in the closing moments of the
first half while breaking up a pass
play. Many people in the stands
saw Hendricks writhing in pain
and figured he would be lost for
the season.
Apparently the injury isn't a

serious one and he should be able
to return to the grid wars soon.
Many pressbox observers felt
that his absence cost the Lobos
the game.
Last year at this time if the
UNM defense had given up two
TD's the whole team would have
folded and CSU might have won
by six touchdowns.
But young coach Rudy Feldman
has brought a sense of pride and
desire to the 40-plus minisquad
which experienced opening game
jitters at their home field Saturday night.
The tackling showed that it
needed improvement as did the
offensive blocking. But the one

RIDE BUS INTO· FAIRGROUNDS

$1 oo TICKETS
includes round trip bus fare anywhere on Transit
System, and admittance into Fairgrounds.

BUY TICKETS from BUS OPERATORS

350 Foreign Students at UNM
Need Local Families as Sponsors

,.

I

f.

..
I

Host families are needed by the and those travelling through AlInternational Services to sponsor buquerque.
at least .one of the more than 350
The. renewed .goal of th~ proforeign students currently attend- gram 1s to pro!lde one fanuly for
ing UNM
~. ·.
each student smce the number of
•
willing families has increased to
Sponsor families are not ex- the point where this end is in
pected to contribute financially sight.
but they are encouraged to supply.
Some of the events during the
the student with friendship and academic year that are attended
a sense of belonging.
by the foreign students and their
The Host Family Program was hosts include a reception in the
first begun in January 1964 to fall, an International Festival,
help both UNM foreign students and a dinner.

Bookert Carries

UNM tailback David Bookert,
above, is shown carrying the ball
in hopes of helping to bring the
Lobos into the win column Saturday night against the UTEP
Miners in El Paso's spacious Sun
Bowl.

category that needs tremendous
improvement, before Feldman
takes his charges to El Paso Saturday night, is in the pass defense department.
The Rams completed 11 of 25
passes f.or 101 yards-about the
same as UNM's Terry Stone. But
came at such crucial points in
the game that fans seemed to
think CSU was passing the Lobos
right out of the stadium.
But despite the defensive miscues, fans were able to see what
a potentially good tailback could
do if given the proper blocking.
The tailback's name was David
Bookert who led UNM in rushing yardage with 114 yards in 26
carries. Last year Bookert was hit
early before he got a chance to
send his spindly legs into action
so that his breakaway speed was
never seen. Bookert also scored
one of UNM's TD's when he took
the ball from Stone following a
beautiful fake draw and darted
loose around left end to score
from three yards out.
Matison's TD
The other UNM touchdown
came when trackman Rene Matison scored on a 43-yard pass from
Stone which put the Lobos back
into contention with 5:47 left in
the third quarter.
The play was called the "X-15
high school sleeper" which sent
Matison co the sidelines and then
downfield to catch the ball. Matison was playing organized football for the first time in his life
and led all receivers with three
catches for 57 yards.
This Saturday night in El Paso
the Lobos meet UTEP a new
member of the WAC which has
run roughshod over the Lobos in
tho past three years. In 1965
Billy Stevens and Co. whacked
UNM to the tune of 35-14. A
year later when the Lobos had
won their first two games, Stevens repeated the rout--this time
by a 51-3 score. But last year's
game at U. stadium sent Lobo
alums and fans into shock as
Stevens and sophomore passer
Brooks Dawson ran wild in a 751Z win.
Slow Miners
The Miners have gotten off to
a slow start--one which many
people thought wouldn't happen.
Last Saturday at their home field
in the Sun Bowl, the Miners had
to hold off a fast-improving University of California at Santa
Barbara football team which
played UTEP to an unexpected
14-14 deadlock. The Santa Barbara Gauchos are coached by
Jack Curtice who came to the
small school, located northwest of
Los Angeles, by way of Sanford
and Utah State.

UTEP Is Strong
At Kicking Game

The College Inn
The world is full of things we would like to cross
out and we could IF each of us would write God
into our lives. But .pothing good can happen if we
wait for the "other guy." Start "crossing out" now
in the life you have control of ... yours, and then
fill the vacuum with a spiritual plus . . .
WRITE GOD INTO Y.OUR LIFE

Safety Ace Hendricks, left, and
offensive end Rene Matison are
expected to provide help for the
Lobos against UTEP Saturday
night. Hendricks may not see any
action because of a re-injury to
his knee. But Matison, who
caught a 43 yard TD pass in last
Saturday's game will be in top
condition to go against Bobby
Dobbs' Miners.

Hendricks
and
Matison

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Contact

REPUBLICAN
COUNTY HEADQUARTERS
524 Lomas N. W.

247-2214

Explinshle n~W/

Bic:®cU~for ·....
big spanclets · ·.·

49¢

..

When Jerry W addes, the stronglegged UTEP kicker, booted a
48-yard field goal against Arizona
last season it was the longest successful attempt in the school's
history. It also gave the Miners a
9-9 tie with the Wildcats in the
closing four seconds. Waddles has
kicked 15 of 26 field goals in the
past two seasons.

the finest in collegiate living
Featuring
Twenty delicious meals a week-Private parking
Maid and Linen service-Close to campus
Private and semi-private rooms-Laundry facilities
Recreation and study lounges-Social and athletic programs

. Now ·is the time to strengthen your faith in a
church of your choice or at· the First Baptist
Church. You have an invitation to join in the spiritual, social, and out-reach activities of the College
and Career Department. The place - 123 BroadWay, S.E. The time - Sunday 9:30 AM, 5:00 PM,
and at 7:30 for supper and fellowship following the
evening worship service. Need transportation to
and from?-Climb into a car at Hokona or Coronado Hall. Cars to leave at 9:15AM and 4:45 PM.
Look . for the First Baptist Church sign in the
window.
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Delta Sigma Pi

Swimming pool-Air Conditioning-Color T.V.-Modestly priced
Reservations are now being accepted. Please stop by and see our model rooms.
From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Our manager will be happy to discuss The CoUege Inn style of living with you.

.~.

lJIJ-hl
303 Ash St. N.E.

Q~·

fidelity Union Life

243-2881
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Cordially Invites
Business Administration
And
Economics Majors
To A Rush Smoker
Thursday and Friday
7:30
Faculty Lounge
Student Union Building

Only Bic would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not the gorl.!.:
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who con afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite her·
rible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
fits! time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time ... no matter what devilish
obuse sadistic students devise for it.
Woterman~Bie Pen Corporation, Milford, Connecticut 06.460
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Humphrey, LBJ Clash On Troop Cuts
Vice President Hubert Humphrey said last week that if elected
President he thought he could be.
gin withdrawing troops from
South Viet Nam by late this Year
o1• early next year. President
Johnson the next day told an
American Legion audienc~ that 110
ma~ could speak for V1et N~m
pobc:V as long as he remams
President.

The controversial statement time span indicated by Humphrey
came as Humphrey sought· to ·would include the final part of
modify his position on Viet Nam President Johnson's administraaway from the President's in a tion and the first part of the next
speech before a group of Phila- administration.
delphia political students . .As the
Later, in Houston, Humphrey
week wore on Humphrey sought said, ''A Marine division is being
to "modify" his statement, as ob- ·sent back to the United States
jections grew.
from the battle front in Viet
The next President will not be Nam.''
inaugurated until Jan. 20. The
"This verifies what I have hoped
and I emphasize hope," Humh t
'd "Wh 0
P h rey sm ·
can say w a
could happen."
Despite Humphrey's claims, the
withdrawal of the regiment herefetted to turned out to be only a
part of the l"egular troop rotation
records, placement, testing and and did not constitute a change in
even occasional inventories.
the trop level in VietNam.
Although the center, utilizing
Humphrey had repeated an old
the popular 1401 computer, has
been in operation for only five
years, it is now operating on a
nearly full schedule, with no day
to day jobs available because the
"memory" of the machine is limited, and job material has recentANAHEIM, Calif. (UPI) ly been added to that limlt. Only Richard M. Nixon suggested tooccasional jobs can now be added. day that Hubert H. Humphrey's
New Jobs Draw Back
campaign leaders in the south
"If it weren't for the addition
may be secretly working with
of these new jobs and programs," supporters of George Wallace to
said Mr. Louis Leurig, director of throw the prel!idential election inthe Data Processing center, "we to the House of Representatives.
could handle our present jobs
Nixon told a news conference
with an increase in enrollment for here that-it was "vitally imporan extended period of time. With tant" that the decision of who
the constant addition of new proj- will be the next president not be
ects, we will need to expand our left up to the House. He added:
facilities within the next two
"Particularly in view of some
years.''
of
the relJorts we get from the
The cener employs 27 people insouth
now to the effect that there
cluding programmers, key-punch
operaors, adminisraive personnel, may be some collusion developing
and five students to operate the between Democratic leaders in the
machinery, which retails for south and Wallace supportersabout $500,000 and is owned by for the purpose of supporting
Ml". Humphrey."
the univel"sity.
Under the constitution, the
House elects a president if no

Data Processing Center
Good Aid In Registration
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writel"
The UNM Data Processing center, located in the northern wing
of the Education complex, is the
center to which the student, annoyed by the ever increasing automation of registration, owes
much of his frustration.
But without the Data Processing Center, registration and record keeping would become an interminable p~·ocess, taking up
much mol"e time than at present.
The Data Processing center is
occupied purely with administrative functions as opposed to the
UNM Computing center, which
concerns itself largely with the
more academic functions of a
computer, such as statistical analysis and research.
24 Hour Opel"ation
The Data Processing Center,
besides its 24 hour per day OlJeration immediately before, during
and after registration, handles
records concerning lJersonnel,
payroll, accounting, student grade

I',
:;

r

J.,
)

are geting from (Cyrus) Vance
and (Averill) Harriman," this
country's top negotiators at the
current Paris talks.
When a small band of anti-war
demonstrators in Philadelphia,
hemmed in at the rally by a cordon of detectives, shouted "stop
the war" and raised banners calling Humphrey a ''killer," the
v 1·ce Pres1'd. e.nt addressed some of
his remarks to them.
"We'll rebuke those voices that
seek to divide us and frighten us,"
he tol clthe dissenters.
Humphrey, his voice shaking,
said, "We cannot solve problems
by the elaque and noise you hear
today," and he cl1arged that the
protestors ''chant as if they learned it by rote.'

1-11-11-1, Wallace Deal Is Alleged

Next Issue of Literary Magazine
Will Be Distributed By Christmas
Keith Davis, editor of The
Thunder'6ird, the eampus literary
magazine, announced yesterday
that the fall issue of the magazine will come out shortly before
Christmas vacation.
In stating his position as editor,
Davis says he "wants to give The
Thunderbird a direction.'' Davis
also feels that there is "much
alienation between everybody today and more time must be spent
in dialogue and communicating.''
.An appeal bas also been made
by Davis for contributions to the
forthcoming issue. "All work submitted will be considered as democratically as possible,'' says Davis.
Before Davis was appointed as
editor of The Thunderbird by the
Student Publications Board in the
latter part of March, he had contributed to the Fall, 1967 issue.

Johnson administration argument
to support his statement, saying,
"The army of S<Juth Viet Nam is
a much better army and more capable of its own self defense.''
This, he said, "makes a phased
withdl"awal of our forces very
possible." .
In a still later release, the VicePresident said, "I think I can
safely predict that unless there
are unusual developments that
no one can see at this time, we'll
be able to start to remove some
of our troops," referring to the
possible withdrawal by the present administration or his administration if he is elected.
He added, "I want peace. But I
don't want Hanoi to think between
now and January they will get a
better deal out of me than they

Davis was a student at Lewis &
Clark College and the University
of Oregon before entering UNM
in the summer of 1967.
In addition to Davis, the staff
of the literary magazine will inelude Ruben Valdez as art and design editor and Mr. Gene Frum.
kin professol" of English, as faculty advisor.

Germans Oppose Pope
ESSEN, Germany (UPl)-Delegates to the 82nd German Catholics congress Friday overwhelmingly adopted a resolution saying they could not accept the han
by Pope Paul VI on the contraceptive pill.
The vote was roughly 3,00() to
80. The resolution demanded "as
basic revision of the papal doctrine on this subject."

SENIORS

candidate wins a majority of the
electoral college. It has happened
twice in the country's history and
on both occasions there was considerable political turmoil,
Nixon, wheezing from an aggravated case of hay fever, conducted his news conference at
the Disneyland Hotel. Tonight he
is scheduled· to make a statewide
television appearance as the highlight of a three-day campaign
swing through California.

On Monday Nixon experienced
a day of campaigning reminiscent
of the wildly enthusiastic receptions received by the late Robert
F. Kennedy.
OLYMPIC CYCLES
103l San Mole<> SE Phone 256-9190
SAlES & SERVICE

PEUGEOT
RAlEIGH
ROUFAST
STEYR·I'UCH
STElBER
MTD
ZEUS-The Spanish Bicycle
of Excellence

HELD OVER!
MATINEE TODAY AT 1:40

Student Senate is plagued by
the loss of six, possibly seven,
Senators who quit their posts
this summer.
Elections committee will meet
tonight to decide how to fill the
vacancies, said Tony Olmi, chairman of that group.
"We need to consider the advisability of having an election
and keep in mind the short period
of time the Senators would serve
before another election," Olmi
said.
Ron Curry, Senate President,
stressed that alternate solutions
are possible. "The vacancies can
be filled by other means than a

special election," he said.
Resignations Explained
The six senators who resigned
are Marty Cline, who is married
and no longer attending UNM;
Barbara Bennett, attending Stanford Univel"sity; Cleve Seamon,
now in the armed services; Ray
Schowers, who resigned to be
chairman of the Speakers Committee; Ross Perkal, now serving
as head of the Union Board; and
Barnl:ly Paternoster, who is on
academic suspension.
"We are not sure if Paul
Sauser will return to Senate,"
Curry said. "If he doesn't, there
will be seven Senate vacancies."

Perral stated, in a letter of
resignation, "I feel there is a serious lack of communication between the student body and their
Senators. I hope you will all endeavor to close that gap in the
coming year."
.Appointments Announced
In other Senate action, Chuck
Noland, former Lobo editor, and
Ray Crain were appointed to the
UNM Publications Board whlle
Tom Rutherford was appointed to
the Radio Board.
A list of appointments to various UNM student government
committees was approved although all the posts were not

Capp Gets Angry Reaction
As Student Stops Speech

l! you are squeamish,
'may WI llilammend that
you do not wale~ the flrllfll'f>
minutes oi'Poor Cow"duilniJ>
which lll actual birtil scene

FOR SALE
WHY PAY RENT whim f<>r only $3&0

Lobo editor, requested typewrit- .
ers, desks, and chairs for The Lobo
to cost an estimated $2,300, The
request was referred to the Finance Committee.
Comment on Article
In a sho1:t statement, van
Dresser commented on The Lobo
article in a recent issue entitled,
"American Students as Niggers"
saying, "Students should take
steps to abolish apathy and accept
responsibility.
"Many things so obvious that
we don't sell them should be questioned and action should be taken
to alleviate the problems," van
Dresser said.
He cited the student lot recently convel"ted into a faculty
parking lot north of the Union
and women's hours as two matters where action should be taken
by students.
Curry pointed out that a possible valve for student voice in
the parking situation would be to
attend a Parking Committee meeting. "The :rules are alwayE; open
to change in these meetings,"
Curry said.

ol'S to some other Presidential
candidate. His electors, because of
Staff Writer
Jaws similar to New Mexico'II,
A three-judge Federal District couldn't vote for any other candi~
Court ruled yesterday that the
People's Constitutional Party date.
"If we lose this appeal, neithel'
couldn't head its ticket on the George Wallace nor any other left
New Mexico ballot with four un• or right wing, third or fourth
pledged l'residential electors.
party candidate can bal"gain in
Bill Higgs, lawyer who handled the Electoral College," Higgs said,
the case for the political group,
Party Had Hopes
said that the party plans to apHe said the verdict was also
peal the case to the U.S. Supreme significant for the People's ConCourt. If the appeal fails, this stitutional Party. The party had
would mean that all New Mexico hoped to have four unpledged
Presidential electol'S would have electC>rs, who if elected, would
to vote for whomever they were have bargained with the presipledged to on the state's election dential candidates. The party
ballot.
hoped to get concessions on the
The court decision upheld the Guadalupe Hidalgo Treaty (which
constitutionality of a state law Reies Tijerina's Alianza is opposwhich makes it a disdemeanor for ing), and Federal programs and
an elector to vote in the Electol"al aid for Spanish .Americans, other
College for any Presidential can- minority groups, the poor, hippies,
didate other than the one that and students,
the elector is pledged to.
Since Hubert Humphrey. Rich•
Significant Verdict
ard Nixon, and George Wallace
Higgs said the verdict was sig- are on the ballot, the unp!edged
nificant for two reasons. First, ,delegation might have <'.arried
many states have laws similar to the state with 26 per cent of the
New Mexico's. If George Wallace vote.
prevents any Presidential cnndi~
The People's Constitutional
date from getting a majority of Party is also running Reies Tithe Electoral votes, he still could- jerina fol' governor of New
n't make a deal to give his elect- Mexico.
STEVE LaPRADE

.down & Jow monthly v,aymenfs yoa ean
have the pride of home ownership, build

an equity, and have a tax relief. Set
this charming 2 bedrrn•• formal dining

room & Jarge Jiving .room with fireplace;
2 PatiO!I, part bn.sement, gnmge. C.F.A.
hnt'dwo<xl floors. Close to UNM. Call
Sam Cooper, 265-8571: Eve. 842-828(}.
Caird-Norris Realty.
BOARD & ROOM
UNM STUDENTs-TIRED OF COMMU·
TING 1 Modern :accommodation• within
walking distance of campus. Phone 24S.
2881.

HELP WANTED

LEARN WHILE YOU EARN

filled. Students are urged to submit their names to be considered
for the positions.
Senator Steve van Dresser was
elected president p:ro .tem of the
Senate by acclamation.
Other Appointments
Ron Curry appointed these Senators to various Senate committees:
Leo Delayo and Sterling Nichols
were appointed to the finance
committee; Lee Pittard, Steering
and Rules Committee; and Donna
Fossum Presidential Appointments.
In the executive committees,
George Hiller was aplJointed to
the Union Committee, Anne
Knight to the Rally Committee;
Mike Cole to the Student Radio
Board; and Jerry Johnson to the
Student Orientation Committee.
"I will wait to fill the five remaining vacancies when I learn
·the Election Committee's decision.
They may be chosen from the new
senators if there is an election,"
Curry said.
1n other action, Rob Burton,

Court RulesAgainst
Constitutional Party

i$ vividly •nd graphically
portrJ.yed on lbe lcreen.

m J1. wel\

paid jab. Excellent ttaining fo:r tuf:llre
iob. Need 6 good men-Juniors & Seniors only. Call Mr. Carter after li p.m.
for aPPointment. 29G-29GG.
COLLl:GE STUDENTS> Part time lobo,
eveniDIIS and Satnrdays. No experience
nec.....,rY. Applloant must be neat, well
~Poken and able to l!tart immediately.
For interview a.ppointtoent call' Mr. Lawn
at 84(·1191 after G p.m.
ATTENTON STUl>EN'rS who worked in
the field of encyclopodia sales this past
and nlsa anyone interested ill
part time employment dnrlng school
;year. Contact A. ;r, Martinez, Pres.
AlPha Kappa Psi 'busln<S3 fraten\ll:y at
25l)..OH9, between 8 a.tn. and 12 noon.
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Wright vs Capp

Attend the
PLACEMENT CENTER'S
Information Meeting

Some Comments
Leave Listeners

for

Career Interviewing
Thursday, Sept. 26
Geo. Bldg. 122
4:00-6:00 p.m.

H. M. CAMPBELL
Director
Placemo!lt Center

Senate Vacancies Could Total Seven;
Dines Reveals Committee Chairmen

-The Mll!agemenl

Want Ads

·o.
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FOR SOME'GIRLS, LOVE 18 THEONLYWArTO LIVE!.

Take Time Out!

of the meeting
include discussions of interviewing
procedures, qualities
employers are seeking, free services of
the Placement Center. All seniors from
any field should at•
tend,

EXICO
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Doubting 'Truth'
You're in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So you need Pomps, the flameresistant decorative tissue. You <.:an decorate anything beau·
tifully with Pomps, inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Pomps don't cost much. They're cut 6" x 6" square,
ready to usc, come in 17 vivid colors that nrc virtually runproof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate yYith Pomps." If she doesn't have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your ow 11 c<)py.
Send $1.2S and your address today to The Crystal Tis~ue
Comparty, Middletown, Ohio 45042,
..,.t11

'lr' pomps~

11 ~ greatest criticism that can
be made of Mayor Daley is that
he ifl a party poop," said AI Capp
last night while speaking before
a capacity crowd at Popejoy Hall.
This and equally strong statements drew varied reactions from
the audience. Some clapped. One
male student stood up and said,
"Bull-.''
"That's the new language of the
new politics," commented AI Capp,
asking the student to stand up
and rGpeat the phrase. The student stood up and repeated it.
What's Your Question?
"Now that we ltnow your name,
what's your question/' 1·esponded
Capp, bringing laughter from the
audience.
With this the student moved
up toward the stage and was invited by the cnrtoonist to take
oveJ.• the microphone. Beginning
by addressing his "black brothers

Manny Wright, arm raised, 1111d speaking to the crowd, gives his
views on AI Capp'll statement that looters should be shot. AI Capp is
standing at left with head bowed.
(Lobo Photo by :t.8lTY Fuller.)
and brown brothers," the student
was interupted by Mr. Capp, who
said, "I belonged to the NAACP
before you knew abOut Negroes."
After a few minutes of debate,
the student left leaving Mr. Capp
alone to carry on with comment
on the serious and the trivial.
I Tell The Truth
"When you a:re as old and as
:rich as I am, there's no fun saying anything to anyone unless you
can tell the truth," said Capp at
one point.
But there were indications that
not everyone agreed with Capp's
conception of the truth. Steve van
Dresser, president pro-tem of
UNM's student senate, became
disgusted and left the Cancer!;
Hall when Capp began praising
Daley and downgrading New
York's Mayor John Lindsay.
Commenting on his action, van
Dresser said that he felt that
"many" others were also disgusted, but didn't want to leave
for :fear of being rude.
Capp organized his talk around
a series of questions, Why do you
always draw girls with big
bosoms? "Because I lilte them,'' he
said.

".Anyone thl<t likes small
bosoms, let them read little Orphan
Annie,'' he continued.
Free Love Opinioti
One question concerned Capp's
opinion of free love. "Well, the
price is right," was Capp's response.
Introduced as "the man known
for being an expert on nothing
and having an opinion on everything/' Capp definitely showed
that he had an opinion on everything--everything from Wallace
to abstract art to the S.D.S.
(Students for Democratic Society).
Commenting on one occasion
where S.D.S. members had
screamed obscenities at Robert
McNamara and rocked his car,
Capp said, "If this is a political
activity, rape is a social event."
On Wallace
When asked who Gco1·gc Wallace would choose! for his cabinet
is elected president, Capp said,
"One thing for sure. He won't
make Stokley Carmichael Secre"
tary o£ Health, Educo.tion, and
Welfare.''
Another qunstion concerned un·
(Continued on page 3)

Table Grape Boycotters
Stage Information Picket
The Piggly Wiggly store at
7900 4th St. NW was the scene of
an informational picket last night
organized by the .Albuquerque
Friends of Caesar Chavez Boycott
Committee.
The group urged buyers not to
purchase table grapes :from growers who refuse to recognize the
United Farm Workers led by
Chavez.
Fred NoTWood, who ia spokesman for the committee, said that
the Albuquerque Friends are a
part of a national movement to
help improve the lot of all farm
workers.
Norwood said that .many workers are outside of the economic
system, and that such conditions
must be improved on a. national
level,

The national boycott which was
organized last June by the United ..Farm Workers Organizing Committee has the endorsement of
Presidential candidate Hubert H.
Humphrey. Candidate Richard M.
Nixon is opposed to the California
grape boycot.

Union of Black Students
Organizing on Thursday
The Black Student Union will
hold an organizational meeting at
8 p.m. Thursday, in the Lobo Room
of the Union Basement. The group
is a nationally affiliated student
organization whose purpose is to
unite black students in collective
etforta.

